Are You Ready
Law Quantum
For
Computing?
Young SECA and Law &
Economics Club (LEC) Event
Thursday, 23 June 2022
Resident Bar & Lounge, Zurich
In cooperation with:

Thursday, 23 June 2022, from 18:30
Resident Bar & Lounge, Kreuzstrasse 24, 8008 Zurich

Are You Ready For Quantum Computing?
When should you join the quantum revolution?
With Rajiv Krishnakumar we dive into the world of quantum computers. We learn how
quantum computers work and what their future field of application will be.
Program:
18:30 Registration
19:00

Welcome

19:15

Panel Discussion on Quantum Computing

20:00

Q&A/Networking

Fee:

Free of charge for LEC members +1 and Young SECA Members
All others: CHF 40.-

Registration: www.seca.ch/events
Language:

English

About Rajiv Krishnakumar: Rajiv K. received a PhD in experimental atomic physics from Stanford University in 2017. He then took up a joint postdoctoral fellowship position at Caltech
and AT&T Foundry, after which he switched gears and joined the Global Markets Division at
Goldman Sachs as a data scientist. For two years he worked on improving and automating
part of the FX spot and forwards pricing decision making using machine learning and heuristics. Afterwards he moved on to the R&D team where for the last couple of years he has been
working as a research scientist in the field of quantum computing. His current primary focus
is on applying quantum algorithms to the fields of options pricing and machine learning and
understanding if a quantum advantage can be attained in these fields.
Law & Economics Club: The LEC was founded in 2007 for the purpose of discourse between
interdisciplinary thinking members. LEC offers its members three pillars: LEC “My-Way” giving insights into the life achievements of well-known personalities, LEC “Dynamic” focusing
on hot topics and LEC “Do-How” adding a practical knowledge format.
Young SECA: The SECA is the representative body for Switzerland‘s private equity, venture
capital and corporate finance industries. Members of the SECA include equity investment
companies, banks, corporate finance advisors, auditing companies, management consultants, lawyers, and private investors. Young SECA was launched as an independent chapter
in 2011 to connect young entrepreneurs and young investors in Switzerland in order to
strengthen the Swiss ecosystem for start-ups.

